A central question in the study of lexical processing is whether comprehension and production are largely dominated by whole-word access and retrieval or whether mechanisms for composition and decomposition are the primary devices that are employed for the derived and inflected portions of a speaker's active vocabulary. The inflectional paradigms of some languages are enormous (cf. Hankamer, 1989; Koskenniemi, 1983) , but they are nevertheless finite; in languages such as English, the number of inflected forms sharing the same lexical root is generally quite small. Furthermore, the number of derivational affixes that can occur in a single English form is, in practice, quite small (Fabb, 1988) . Hence it is difficult to make an argument for morphological composition versus whole-word based processing solely on the basis of the number of affixed forms attested in normal speech. In one sense, the need for word formation rules of one sort or another is made obvious by the capacity to understand and produce word forms that one has never before encountered (including novel derived forms, but also inflected forms), but the issue is when and where these mechanisms come into play. Are they invoked only in order to give structure to the lexical entries for complex words when they are first learned? Such an arrangement would be compatible with each word of the language having its own, independent entry in a vast lexicon of fully specified forms. Variants of the whole-word-based approach to the representation and/or processing of affixed words have been proposed by Butterworth (1983) ; Bybee (1985 Bybee ( , 1988 Bybee ( , 1995 ; Halle (1973) ; Lukatela, Gligorijević, Kostić, and Turvey (1980) ; Lukatela, Carello and Turvey (1987) ; Segui and Zubizeretta (1985) ; and Shriefers, Friederici, and Graetz (1992) . The alternative, of course, is that the cognitive mechanisms which underlie lexical production and comprehension are rule-based (i.e., based on compositional procedures) in much the same way that sentence processing must be.
In order to make the discussion of the compositional approach more concrete, we can begin by considering how lexical structure is brought into play in the course of sentence production. Speech errors produced by cognitively intact adults have provided a compelling source of evidence regarding the compositionality of affixed words and the role it plays in normal speech planning. For example, Garrett (1980a Garrett ( , 1982 noted that sublexical shift errors typically involve inflectional endings (e.g., when the target we are looking forward to . . . becomes we are look forwarding to . . .) and that exchange errors may strand inflectional material (e.g., I went to make an omelet in the morning and there were no eggs left → I went to make an egg in the morning and there were no omelets left). Garrett (1982) provides an account of the behavior of inflections based on procedures that conjoin ''elementary'' lexical representations with inflectional material at two processing stages: Selected lemmas are combined with morphosyntactic features at the Functional Level, and subsequently retrieved stem forms are combined with inflectional affixes at the Positional Level. In this model, shift errors reflect a mechanism which operates in the course of mapping Functional Level representations onto Positional Level structures. This hypothesized mechanism spells out morphosyntactic features into phonological forms and orders these forms with respect to the open class sites in the positional structure by adjoining (or cliticizing) each affix to a target stem. In contrast, exchange errors that strand inflectional material arise when the mechanisms for linking a selected lemma to a structural position in the formulation of Functional structures (or the procedures for linking retrieved open-class forms to slots in the creation of positional structures) misalign lexical representations and their intended grammatical ''slots.'' Since morphosyntactic features are encoded as properties of the Functional Level frame (and are spelled out in the construction of the Positional Level structures), they are subject to stranding when the linking mechanisms exchange independently selected lemmas (or exchange independently retrieved forms).
Accommodation phenomena also find a ready account in a model of sentence planning that treats the production of stems and inflectional affixes separately (Garrett, 1980b (Garrett, , 1982 . When an exchange strands the morphosyntactic features associated with target positions at the Functional Level, the resultant error can be accommodated to the idiosyncratic properties of irregular verbs (e.g., I don't know that I'd know one if I heard it → I don't know that I'd hear one if I knew it). Similarly, affix-shift errors and stranding exchanges that take place during the construction of either a Functional or a Positional Level representation can be accommodated in terms of the morphophonology of the stranded inflection (e.g., I understand the facts of your study, but . . . → I understands the fact of your study, but . . . ; we'll never have to cross paths again → We'll never have to path crosses again).
While the model just described in outline explains a wide range of speech error phenomena, it is nevertheless worth looking for additional evidence in support of its account of how morphologically complex words are processed. Butterworth (1983 Butterworth ( , 1989 argues that the mere occurrence of affix shifts and stranding exchanges is not enough to motivate a compositional approach to processing inflected words because there are also instances of these general error types in which nonmorphological material is exchanged and/or stranded (he cites he made a lot of money installing telephones → . . . intelephoning stalls; and I've got a load of chicken cooked → . . . cooken chicked), as well as instances of stranded derivational morphemes (e.g., imagine having your nose remodeled → . . . your model renosed) although the model treats inflection, but not derivation, as a property of the syntactic planning frame. Butterworth (1989) also notes that exchanges that do not strand an existent inflection can also be seen as problematic for the compositional model (e.g., I want syrup on my pancakes → I want pancakes on my syrup), and they count among the evidence he takes in support of a processing model based on the full listing of morphologically complex words.
The problem we face with this debate is that as long as the argument from speech errors remains one based on representative example, it may not be possible to lay the issue to rest. Hence, where is it possible to find new evidence in support of the compositional approach to the processing and representation of morphologically complex forms, it is still worth the trouble it takes to evaluate it. In this regard it is noteworthy that acquired deficits which result in the production of morphological paraphasias are another potentially rich source of evidence concerning what role compositional processes play in normal lexical processing. Consider the case of a patient whose impairment leads to a higher error rate on morphologically complex words than on matched, unaffixed forms. If this performance pattern cannot be explained away as reflecting the influence of independently motivated complexity factors on the operation of whole-word retrieval mechanisms, then one would have critical support for a compositional approach to the recognition and/or production of affixed forms. Correspondingly, evidence regarding the role of one or another type of morphologically composite representation in the processing system will also help to constrain our theory of possible language deficit.
One recently described case that offers evidence on this point is patient SJD . SJD presents with an output impairment that affects her ability to produce regularly inflected and derived words in reading and other tasks. In addition to producing morphological paraphasias, though, SJD's production errors also include lexical and nonlexical paraphasias like mallard → mallet and cactus → [taekSIS], respectively. The origin of these errors can be distinguished from the source of SJD's morphological paraphasias in a number of ways, although perhaps most clearly in how she reads affixed and unaffixed homophones (e.g., teas/tease; links/ lynx). In a list of homophones matched on grammatical category and frequency, SJD made more errors on the affixed targets than on the monomorphemic words (50% versus 20% errors, respectively); the dominant error type for the affixed targets was morphological paraphasia (e.g., bowled → bowling, frays → frayed), while no pseudo-morphological errors were observed for unaffixed targets. That is, SJD did not make errors like reading bold as bowling or phrase as frayed. These differences are unexpected if SJD's morphological errors were simply the product of nonlexical, phoneme substitutions, or if they were merely form-based whole-word substitutions.
The involvement of output procedures for composing complex lexical forms is also motivated by the illegal morphological paraphasias that SJD produced in reading, repetition, and spontaneous speech. Errors like reading blackness as blackage or sinking as sinkly are unlikely candidates for wholeword substitutions for the simple reason that the errors are not lexical. Hence, the only plausible source for these errors would be either (1) the misselection of an affix by a word formation procedure or (2) the error mechanism implicated in SJD's nonlexical, phonological paraphasias. However, most of SJD's unambiguous phonological paraphasias involve minor departures from the phonological target, and there is only one instance of such an error in which the affix region of a target is misformed while the stem remains intact. In fact, when there is sufficient evidence in the nonword paraphasia to indicate when the intended reading response includes the target suffix, the suffix region appears to be selectively resistant to phonemic errors in comparison to the stem region of the target. Features such as these leave little room to portray SJD's illegal morphological errors as phonological paraphasias. Furthermore, the affixes that appear in SJD's morpheme substitution and morpheme insertion errors tend to be inflections and productive derivational forms for both illegal and legal paraphasias. Hence, the compositional mechanisms that are evidently involved in the production of errors like sinking → sinkly are also strongly implicated in paraphasias where the erroneous combination of stem and affix is licensed by the grammar (e.g., sinking → sinks).
One other form of evidence concerning the disrupted processing stage derives from the contrast between regular, rule-based morphology versus irregular instantiations of the same linguistic content (e.g., regular walked, banned, handed versus irregular spoke, bought, lit). Several considerations from language development and from normal language processing support the notion that the mechanisms for producing irregular forms are computationally distinct from those which subserve the production of regular inflection (cf. Pinker, 1991; Kim, Pinker, Prince, & Prasada, 1991) . In particular, one can argue that the mechanisms for deriving regular past tense forms are combinatorial in nature, while the routines for producing irregular forms are on a par with the retrieval procedures invoked for the production of monomorphemic words. On the other hand, at semantic and morphosyntactic levels of description, the items stand and stood are no less transparently related than are walk and walked. Hence, the extent to which regular and irregular inflection are similarly or differently affected by SJD's impairment can provide a clear indication of the level at which her morphological paraphasias arise. SJD performed virtually identically on frequency-matched uninflected and irregularly inflected verbs (90 and 92% correct, respectively), while her lower level of performance on matched regularly inflected verbs (60% correct) was generally attributable to the morphological deletion and substitution errors she produced on these items . From this we may infer two related facts. First, the morphosyntactic representations that constitute the input to the regular compositional mechanisms are intact (given SJD's good performance on the irregular verbs) and that the impairment more directly implicates procedures for constructing the (regular) affixed forms. Second, the assembly of regularly inflected words (as opposed to their retrieval) that is implicated in SJD's performance constitutes the primary production mechanism for these forms. That is, composition is not a back-up procedure that is exploited only when a primary system based on whole-word retrieval fails (as proposed in Butterworth, 1983) . If this were otherwise (and given that we can place the locus of SJD's deficit in the specification of form), then one would expect that there could be differences in the types of errors produced for regularly and irregularly inflected verbs, but not in the error rates (since, by hypothesis, whole-form-retrieval would be implicated in the normal production of both types of inflected form).
In order to describe the role of morphology in the lexical processing system fully, one must determine the extent to which different levels exploit component structure in processing representations. The case of SJD offers evidence concerning processing levels at which elements of form are combined to derive affixed words. What of the composite representations that we hypothesize as the input to the procedures for constructing complex forms? The morphosyntactic representations that are spelled out as walked and horses are composed of paired stem and inflectional specifications {i.e., [walk, (ϩPAST) ] and [horse, (ϩPLURAL)]}. Since irregularly inflected forms are also complex at this level (i.e., stood and mice will be represented as [stand, (ϩPAST) ] and [mouse, (ϩPLURAL) ] at this level), the lexical representations that constitute the input to the form system might also be subject to damage as a consequence of their composite nature. To the extent that this composite nature is directly implicated in the performance on regularly and irregularly inflected words, one would be able to identify evidence for these compositional representations in the processing system. Hence, it would be helpful to have a deficit case that might relate to these representations.
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One candidate is the acquired language impairment exhibited by patient FM (Badecker & Caramazza, 1987) , whose reading deficit implicates both lexical input and more central processing stages. In the case study that follows I will identify the sorts of complications this variety of multilevel deficit poses for the interpretation of morphological paraphasias. In addition, though, I will attempt to improve on the arguments considered by Badecker and Caramazza (1987) for postulating a true morphological deficit in this patient. In particular, I will argue that such a deficit must be understood relative to one of a number of possible morphological levels. In contrast to the (morphophonological) output deficit postulated in the case of SJD, I will argue that the morphological deficit that FM presents with is best explained as an impairment that affects the morphosyntactic (or morphosemantic) elaboration of more basic lexical items.
CASE STUDY
FM is a right-handed male high-school graduate who suffered a large left middle cerebral artery infarct in October of 1981 at the age of 38. A CT scan performed 2 years postonset showed a large area of lucency on the left involving the posterior inferior frontal lobe, the inferior parietal lobe, the anterior temporal lobe, and the underlying white matter and basal ganglia, together with some atrophy of the cortex of the remainder of the left frontal convexity (Badecker & Caramazza, 1987) . His injury left him with language impairments and moderate right hemiparesis. FM's speech is nonfluent with 1 Clearly it is desirable to find multiple cases. However, it is not necessarily a problem if a pattern that has been clearly and reliably documented in a single case turns out to be rare in its occurrence. Where the goal of research is to probe the cognitive mechanisms underlying normal language processing, the success of the single-case methodology (as in any other empirical domain) is in large part a function of how well the various patterns of performance that have been identified provide converging evidence regarding a particular model. For a discussion of this and related issues regarding the single-case method in cognitive neuropsychology, see Caramazza and McCloskey (1988) , McCloskey and Caramazza (1988) , and Shallice (1979) . reduced phrase length, and his performance on sentence processing tasks (sentence-picture matching) reveals asyntactic comprehension (Badecker, Nathan, & Caramazza, 1991) . His speech is labored, and he produces literal paraphasias and some morphological errors.
FM's lexical errors in reading are generally limited to morphological paraphasias (e.g., walks → walk, decayed → decays, and sew → sewing), visual and semantic errors (e.g., threat → thread and discover → Magellan, respectively), and combinations of these error types (e.g., visual-to-semantic errors like crowded → (crown) → king). The likelihood that FM will misread an item is affected by lexical frequency, grammatical category, and concreteness (Badecker & Caramazza, 1987) . FM produces more errors on low-frequency targets than on high-frequency words; he is worse at reading verbs and function words than nouns and adjectives; and he is more likely to produce reading errors on abstract nouns than on nouns with concrete referents. Furthermore, FM's visual and semantic error responses are reliably more frequent, less abstract, and shorter (in letter length) than the corresponding correct response.
Morphological errors are the most common error type for morphologically complex stimuli, and these tend to be affix deletions and substitutions, although FM's reading errors also include a substantial number of affix insertions for monomorphemic stimuli. The task one faces in trying to argue that these morphological errors can tell us anything at all about compositional mechanisms is complicated, though. As pointed out by Badecker and Caramazza (1987) and Funnell (1987) , morphological relations are typically confounded by factors that are independently observed to affect reading performance. For example, in the pair touch and touched, the base form touch is more frequent and is shorter than its affixed mate. The situation with derivational errors like winterize → winter is even more complicated since, in addition to having a length and frequency advantage, the base form in the pair winter/winterize is more concrete than the suffixed form, and it has a ''categorial advantage'' as well: The base form is a noun, whereas the derived word is a verb. Hence, an error like FM's reading handed as hands might easily be an instance of either of the attested varieties of whole-word paraphasia that FM produces (i.e., visual or semantic). In addition, there is even the more pernicious possibility that it might reflect contributions of both levels of deficit-though not in the same way that visual-to-semantic errors do: If the same error is likely at both levels, then we might observe some overadditive effects. How, then, might we separate these potential sources of error? One means for distinguishing between morphological paraphasias and errors arising from whole-word form-based substitutions (i.e., visual errors) is to contrast affixed words with monomorphemic words that have embedded word items (e.g., irony and tally, which contain the morphologically unrelated forms iron and tall, respectively). As argued in Badecker and Caramazza (1987) and Funnell (1987) , if a performance differ- Note. For the pseudo-suffixed words, the ''morpheme deletions'' are actually pseudomorphological errors (e.g., pity → pit).
ence on these two stimulus types is to carry any force, then the embedded words of the monomorphemic list must enjoy the same frequency, concreteness, category, and length advantages over the words that contain them as obtained in the case of the base forms of the affixed words. The results reported in Table 1 summarize FM's performance on the suffixed and monomorphemic words from Funnell (1987, experiment 1) that satisfy these criteria.
2 FM made more errors on the suffixed words than on the matched embedded word items (χ 2 (1) ϭ 6.35, p Ͻ .02). When morphological deletion and substitution errors are segregated from other sorts of errors, the distribution of error types is clearly distinguishable. FM made more morphological deletions and substitutions on the suffixed words than comparable (pseudo-morphological) errors on the monomorphemic targets: 74% of the errors for affixed targets were like stranger → strange or salty → salting, while only 38% of the errors on the unaffixed targets were of the type wary → war (χextent that the embedded words (the pseudo-stems of the monomorphemic items, and the authentic stems of the suffixed words) bore the same frequency, length, and concreteness relations to the words that contained them. However, the semantic relation that exists between a suffixed word and its stem is difficult if not impossible to reproduce in the case of monomorphemic words like irony and tally on the one hand, and their embedded pseudostems iron and tall on the other. This is problematic, though, if one potential source of a patient's morphological errors is a processing malfunction that is sensitive to the semantic relatedness of a stimulus and a candidate response (i.e., the type of deficit that that is directly implicated by the production of semantic paraphasias). For example, one could imagine that the probability that an error mechanism at the semantic level will substitute a particular word for another would depend on the ''distance'' between the target and the error in some semantically defined space. As this distance decreases, the likelihood of a confusion increases. Since the semantic distance between farmer and farm may be exceedingly small in comparison to the distance between farmer and any other semantically related word (e.g., barn or tractor), this property of the semantic neighborhood could account for much of the patient's performance in the context of a nonmorphological deficit. Hence, if we hope to be able to identify any authentic differences between error mechanisms underlying morphological paraphasias and those mechanisms that derive whole-word semantic paraphasias, the issue of semantic relatedness must be met head on.
While this challenge was not met in the analysis presented in Badecker and Caramazza (1987) , there was one result from the paper that provides a clue as to how one might fashion an approach to this issue. FM produced morphological errors (in reading and repetition tasks) on both regularly and irregularly inflected words. If the errors on these two inflectional types are considered to be of one kind, though, the fact that they are both implicated places an important constraint on the level at which any hypothesized morphological deficit can be localized. If an error like fought → fighting is truly morphological, it cannot be attributed to a disruption of mechanisms for formal decomposition in input processing (or for composition in output processing), because the target fought is not compositional at the appropriate levels (i.e., at the levels of orthographic and phonological form). On the other hand, irregular nouns and verbs like teeth, mice, fought, took, went, etc. are just like their regular counterparts in having componential structure at the levels where basic word identities or meanings are linked to, or modified by, inflectional features encoding the various number and tense distinctions made in the language. For example, the morphosyntactic representations [horse, (ϩPLURAL)] and [mouse, (ϩPLURAL)] correspond to the inflectionally regular form horses and the inflectionally irregular form mice, respectively. For expository purposes I will refer to the morphosyntactic and related lexical-semantic levels as amodal levels of representation. (Cf. Kelliher & Hen- derson, 1990, for a discussion of cumulative frequency effects that implicate such an amodal representational level.) To the extent that FM's performance indicates that processing of both regular and irregular inflection may be affected by a true morphological impairment, we can assume that we must be dealing (at least) with a deficit defined in terms of such amodal representational types.
The first point that must be established, then, is that irregularly inflected words induce morphological paraphasias at a higher rate than matched uninflected targets. For this purpose FM was asked to read a list of 98 irregular verbs in both their base forms and their irregular inflected forms. The lists of verbs were matched on frequency and on length in letters and number of syllables. The use of the same verb in both the past tense and base form conditions (e.g., gave/give and built/build) also serves to match items as closely as possible on semantic dimensions such as concreteness and imageability. FM's reading performance is summarized in Table 2 . For expository purposes, subtypes of morphological errors involving irregular forms are classified by analogy to the treatment of morphological errors for regularly inflected forms. That is, hypothetical errors like gave → give, gave → giving, and give → gave are classified as morphological deletions, substitutions, and insertions, respectively.
As Table 2 indicates, FM was able to read more of the base forms than the past tense forms (χ 2 (1) ϭ 43.40, p Ͻ .001). An analysis of the errors is also informative. Morphological paraphasias constituted 21% of the errors on the uninflected base forms (e.g., write → writing), in contrast to 49% of the errors on the irregular past tense forms (e.g., wrote → write and fled → flees): χ 2 (1) ϭ 5.70, p Ͻ .02. Of the six morphological insertion errors on the uninflected base forms, only one involved the production of an irregular past tense form (find → found). 3 In contrast, more than 80% of the morphological errors made on the past tense forms resulted in the production of the base form (e.g., felt → feel; lit → light). More will be said about the asymmetry below.
FM's performance on this task confirms that his reading impairment affects processing of irregularly inflected verbs more so than that of uninflected base forms and that the characteristic error types for these different verb forms also diverge. Before one can assess the significance of these results, though, there are two other issues that need to be examined with regard to the more general issue of morphological impairment. The first of these is how FM's performance on the irregular verbs matches his performance on regularly inflected words. The second concern is how the relative frequency of an inflected form and its corresponding base form affects the likelihood of producing morphological deletion errors like began → begin and morphological insertion errors like begin → began.
To address the effect of inflectional regularity, FM was presented with a list of 80 past tense forms and their corresponding base forms. The list of past tense targets was made up of 40 irregularly inflected verbs item-matched on frequency to 40 regularly inflected verbs. The results of FM's reading performance are summarized in Table 3 .
Comparisons of inflected and base forms showed significantly more errors for the past tense forms for both the regular and the irregular verbs (regular: χ 2 (1) ϭ 34.33, p Ͻ .001; irregular: χ 2 (1) ϭ 12.87, p Ͻ .001). When past and present targets are combined, though, overall performance did not show any effect for regular versus irregular verb type (χ 2 Ͻ 1), nor were there reliable differences in the proportion of correct responses when base forms for regular and irregular verbs were contrasted (χ 2 Ͻ 1), or when regular and irregular past tense forms were compared (χ 2 ϭ 2.16, ns). In general, regular and irregular verbs exhibited a similar distribution of response types when past tense verbs are compared with base forms: morphological errors (deletions and substitutions) made up the bulk of the errors for the past tense forms (89% for regular and 60% for irregular verbs), while morphological insertion errors constitute a smaller proportion of the errors for the base forms of verbs (56% for regular and 31% for irregular verbs). This is not to say that there were no differences between the regular and the irregular past tense verbs, however. Morphological paraphasias constituted 89% of the errors on the regular past tense forms, but only 60% of the errors for the irregular past tense items (χ 2 (1) ϭ 5.86, p Ͻ .02). However, it is not entirely clear what significance should be attached to the last mentioned difference, since it could be that the higher proportion of morphological errors for the regular past tense forms reflects the influence of a number of uncontrolled factors such as length, concreteness, etc. Since this performance difference does not obviously undermine the hypothesis that both regular and irregular verbs are affected by a morphological impairment, though, these considerations will not be pursued here.
The effect of relative frequency in inflected/base-form pairs was examined by having FM read regular and irregular past tense forms (and their corresponding base forms) where the inflected form had the higher surface frequency in the pair. In order to ensure that items were appropriate for this comparison, verbs were admitted only if the past tense form was more frequent than the base on all three of the frequency counts that were available (Francis & Kucera, 1982; Carroll, Davies, & Richman, 1971; and Johansson & Hofland, 1989) . There were 41 regular verbs and 21 irregular verbs that satisfied this criterion. 4 In addition to the past and nonpast base forms, FM was also presented with the third-person singular present tense forms for the 41 regular verbs included in the past/nonpast comparison. These items were included in order to assess the possibility that FM's apparent problem with inflected forms might be limited more specifically to past tense forms.
FM's performance on the regular and irregular past tense and corresponding base forms is summarized in Table 4 .
As Table 4 indicates, the base forms for these verbs were read correctly more often than the inflected forms despite the higher frequency of the inflected items (61% versus 24%, respectively: χ separately (regular verbs: χ 2 (1) ϭ 5.75, p Ͻ .02; irregular verbs: χ 2 (1) ϭ 12.96, p Ͻ .001). When errors are collapsed across the regular and irregular verbs, morphological paraphasias made up a greater proportion of FM's errors for the past tense forms than for their corresponding base forms (60% versus 42%), although this difference was more pronounced in the case of the irregular verbs, where inflected-to-base errors (e.g., swept → sweep) accounted for 10 of FM's 13 errors in contrast to the single insertion error teach → teaching in the case of the base form targets.
FM's performance on the third-person singular present tense forms indicates that his difficulty with inflection is not limited to past tense forms: He read only 1 of the 41 items correctly, and of his 40 errors, 23 (58%) were morphological in nature (e.g., wishes → wishing; and inherits → inherited). While this performance level was significantly below that observed for the uninflected base forms (χ 2 (1) ϭ 17.53, p Ͻ .01) overall performance on the third person singular forms did not differ significantly from that on the past tense forms (p ϭ .82, Fisher's Exact Test, two-tailed), nor did the proportion of morphological errors for these two types of inflected forms differ (χ 2 Ͻ 1).
ERROR ANALYSIS
The following analysis of FM's errors will be limited to the responses he produced for the regularly and irregularly inflected forms (and their uninflected counterparts) used in the controlled studies of verbal morphology described in this paper. (This will include the errors produced for the thirdperson singular present forms included in the last study.) It should be noted, however, that there were some verbs which occurred on more than one list and, therefore, that this analysis may include, for some targets, multiple error responses for the same target.
The overall pattern that emerged in these studies was that morphological errors were the most likely error type for the inflected verbs (49% of responses) and that FM produced more morphological errors (138) than semantic or visual errors (25 and 43, respectively) for the inflected targets. In contrast, the errors FM produced reading the uninflected (base) forms were nearly evenly divided among these three types (25 morphological (insertion) errors, 16 semantic errors, and 20 visual errors).
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Further analysis of the morphological errors produced for the inflected targets reveals that deletion errors (e.g., passed → pass and began → begin) were by far the most common type (107 deletions versus 31 substitution errors: (χ 2 (1) ϭ 40.76, p Ͻ .001). The majority of the morphological substitution errors (24/31) involved the replacement of one inflected form for another (e.g., lifted → lifting; shook → shaking), and of these, 18 (75%) were errors replacing a past tense form or a third-person singular present tense form with a progressive participle (e.g., calls → calling). The remainder of the substitution errors were evenly split between past tense targets being read as third person singular forms (e.g., said → says) and third-person singular targets read as past tense forms (e.g., asks → asked).
DISCUSSION
Overall, the results from the preceding experiments support the hypothesis that FM exhibits a deficit that must be defined, at least in part, in terms of the encoding or processing of morphologically complex forms: (a) Inflected forms for both regular and irregular verbs induce a higher error rate than corresponding base forms; (b) the number of errors involving the production of a base form for an inflected target (e.g., FM's error lit → light) is much 5 The problem with agreement morphology was not assuaged by sentence context. In a sentence-reading task, FM's performance exhibited similar difficulties with subject-verb agreement (e.g., I was sending my brother a letter → me are sending my brother a letter; and The hunters were shooting at the target → the hunters was shooting a or target) as well as tense (e.g., The tree grew four feet → the tree grow four feet; and The girl sat on the chair → the girl sit are the chair).
greater than the number of errors involving the mirror image of this relation (i.e., the hypothetical error light → lit); and (c) this asymmetry is not attributable to the base forms having a higher frequency than their past tense forms, since it is observed even when the past tense form is more frequent than the base. Furthermore, while the performance asymmetry in the regular verbs could conceivably reflect a difference relevant to the production of visual errors (e.g., the fact that the form plant is contained in the form planted, but not vice versa), this is not plausible in the case of the irregular verbs (e.g., where the degree of visual overlap between ran and run is symmetric).
The asymmetry that is observed in terms of the inflected verbs and their base forms also helps to rule out the explanation of FM's morphological errors that appeals to the notion of semantic distance. Recall that on this account, the reason the form talked is more likely to be read as talk than as whisper is that the semantic distance between talked and talk is smaller than that separating talked and whisper. This cannot explain why the error spoke → speak is more common than the error speak → spoke, though, because here the distance is symmetric and therefore identical. In order to account for the performance asymmetry, then, one must appeal instead to a feature of the pair spoke and speak that consistently favors the base form over the inflected form. For the inflectional paradigm members discussed here, we have ruled out the contribution of factors that might typically favor base forms over morphologically complex items (e.g., length, relative frequency, grammatical category, and lexical-semantic distinctions that are orthogonal to the content of the morphological alternation). In order to account for the asymmetry, then, it would appear necessary to refer to the inflectional features that render the morphological relation asymmetric to start with. In this regard we have derived evidence for the manipulation of composite (morphosyntactic) representations like [push, (ϩPAST)] and [stand, (ϩPAST) ] by the lexical processing system.
Although the preceding discussion has focused on FM's production of past tense and (nonpast) base forms, there is clear evidence that the impairment which affects his performance is not limited to the morphology of tense and aspect. In particular, the data from single-word reading and picturedescription tasks show that FM's difficulty with inflection affects his control over agreement as well. In experiment four, for example, FM produced as many morphological errors reading third-person singular present tense forms as he did reading regular past tense forms (44% of his responses for the past tense targets and 56% of his responses for the third-person singular targets were morphological errors).
FM's performance on a picture-description task with materials that manipulated number contrasts also speaks to this issue. In this task, FM typically used progressive descriptions (e.g., ''the boy is pushing the mop''), thereby providing a means to evaluate his use of both singular and plural agreeing forms. While FM was fairly accurate in producing the properly inflected form of the auxiliary verb when the target form was singular, he was largely unable to produce the appropriate auxiliary when the target form was plural. Of the 17 trials in which FM's description included a plural subject, only 2 of his descriptions contained the appropriate auxiliary form. On one of the trials scored as an error he omitted the auxiliary (''the ladies walking''). More commonly (14/17 trials), though, FM misinflected the auxiliary (e.g., his description of a picture of three boys pushing a stack of boxes was ''boys was pushing the many boxes,'' and his description of a picture of three men pushing a girl on a sled was ''the guys was, the guys was pushing the new girl''). While these findings do not suffice to establish that tense and agreement are equally affected by his impairment, they do indicate that the difficulty that inflection presents to FM is not the product of a more limited difficulty he experiences regarding the expression of tense.
There are two related issues that the analysis of FM's performance raises. The first is how this characterization of FM's impairment bears on the production of derivational errors (as opposed to inflectional errors). The answer to this question is not immediately apparent from the performance features described here and in Badecker and Caramazza (1987) . FM does make a substantial number of errors on morphologically derived words, but this alone does not place these errors in a common category with FM's inflectional errors. In large part this is because the evaluation of FM's performance on suffixed words of any category runs into the very difficulties discussed above with respect to the production of morphological deletion errors on regularly inflected words. For example, the fact that difficult is contained in difficulty could make a hypothetical visual error difficulty → difficult more likely than the error difficult → difficulty (similarly construed as nonmorphological).
6 Thus, in order to test whether inflection and derivation line up under the same deficit in a case with the same complicating factors as FM, it may not be sufficient to simply contrast some mixed set of inflected words with a similarly heterogeneous collection of derived forms.
One form of evidence reported in Badecker and Caramazza (1987) may be relevant to this point, though. In that study, FM's reading was compared for agentive nominals (i.e., derived forms such as hunter and traveler) versus comparative adjectives (i.e., inflected forms such as older and smaller).
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Inasmuch as the two morphological types are both semantically transparent, the lexical forms of the affixed targets would in both cases have a dependent relation to the morphological base on many accounts (e.g., 6 As emphasized in Badecker and Caramazza (1987) , one must also consider the potential contributions of factors known to affect FM's performance-such as lexical frequency, grammatical category, imageability, formal complexity, and the nature of phonological, orthographic, and/or semantic neighborhoods-as they might singly or in combination affect the production of what have the appearance of morphological errors. 7 The items were matched on length. The comparative adjectives enjoyed a frequency advantage over the agentive nominals (cf. Badecker & Caramazza, 1987, pp. 289ff) . Tyler, Waksler, & Older, 1994) . At the same time, the inflection/derivation distinction is motivated in other cases of acquired morphological impairment (cf., Badecker & Caramazza, 1989; Miceli & Caramazza, 1988) , so there is some basis for positing dissociable representational or processing apparatus. While FM was 70% correct for the derived nominals, with 27% of his responses categorized as morphological errors, his performance on the inflected adjectives was at the floor: 0% correct, with 89% of his responses categorized as morphological errors. 8 The result is tantalizing in that it suggests that, with respect to FM's morphological impairment, the inflectional distinction encoded by the comparative -er may have a different status from that of the derivational content encoded by the agentive -er. Unfortunately, this particular distinction may be made without appeal to the inflection/derivation distinction: e.g., the semantics of the comparative may be viewed as more abstract than the semantics of agentivity.
9 Hence, the experiment, though suggestive, is not conclusive with regard to the basis of this performance contrast. One should keep in mind, however, that this indeterminacy does not undermine the argument for a morphological impairment affecting the inflectional categories discussed in the present study.
The second issue raised by the present study concerns the exact manner in which the morphosyntactic features for verbal tense are implicated in the account of FM's difficulty with inflected words. There are, it would seem, a number of options that are difficult to differentiate in the current case. The first interpretation is that the inflectional features are implicated directly in the characterization of the deficit. That is, one must refer to one or more of these features (or to a morphosyntactic category that subsumes these features) in order to explain FM's impairment. A competing interpretation is that the specific features (or specific variety of features) are not as relevant to the characterization of FM's impairment as is the fact that these features combine with the lexical base to form a complex representation. On this story, a morphologically complex word will be affected because it is an instance of representational complexity: The content of what renders the representation complex is irrelevant on this account. This would not appear to be 8 A related finding was that in a large corpus of reading errors, FM was more likely to substitute in the agentive ending as in talk → talker-21 insertions, 5 substitutions-than he was the comparative ending-zero insertions and substitutions (Badecker & Caramazza, 1987, p. 282) . There was no attempt to balance the number of opportunities for inserting these affixes, though, so this finding is not without alternative meanings. Nevertheless, they are at least consistent with the view that the morphological deficit motivated by the experiments reported here differentially affects inflectional and derivational morphology. 9 In point of fact this is not actually an alternative until one has spelled out what claim is being made with regard to the relative abstractness of the content associated with the two affixes. The semantics of transforming a verbal word meaning into a nominal meaning that can be used to refer to someone who characteristically performs the activity denoted by the base verb is not obviously more concrete than the semantics of comparatives. correct, though, if only because of its failed prediction with respect to FM's performance on agentive nouns and comparative adjectives. In each case one has a complex lexical representation (at just about any representational level or processing stage one chooses apart from the distinctions that are defined in terms of the notion of inflection), but there is a clear effect for the morphological content.
It would appear, then, that in order to accommodate both the inflectional effects documented in this paper and the effects for contrasts such as the agentive versus comparative -er found in Badecker and Caramazza (1987) , one must invoke a combined effect of representational complexity and of the content of the representational components (in particular, the content of the morphological constituents of the representation). Note, though, that this is already a full move away from claiming that FM's difficulty with these morphologically complex targets can be completely accounted for by appeal to independently motivated characteristics of hypothetical whole-word representations for these words. That is, we are appealing to the structure that exists in lexical representations by virtue of a word's morphological complexity. The last skeptical recourse is to posit such structure in the representation of monomorphemic words. While this is not an alternative to be ruled out by stipulation, I am not aware of any specific proposal of this sort formulated in such a way that it makes testable predictions outside of the domain of morphology. (What words have this structure? What specific facts does this structure explain?) Note, though, that the performance contrast between the comparative and the agentive -er can be brought to bear on this position as well. If the content of the added structure were irrelevant, then there ought not to be a performance difference for these morphological types.
Returning to the precise morphological contrasts studied here, the experimental results constitute one form of evidence regarding the role of the marked/unmarked distinction in processing inflection. The advantage observed for the base forms of both regular and irregular verbs over their corresponding past tense forms would make little sense if these forms were only differently marked for the features of tense. That is, if the base and past tense forms were fully specified as (TENSE: ϩPRESENT, ϪPAST) and (TENSE: ϪPRESENT, ϩPAST), respectively, then the lexical specifications for the base and past tense forms for shake will simply be a combination of the core verbal representation with these distinct feature bundles. Representational overlap of this sort should not favor one valuation over the other. An asymmetry is more to be expected, though, if one may assume, following standard linguistic arguments, that the base form in a pair like stand/stood is unmarked for the inflectional feature for tense, while the form stood instantiates a lexical representation marked positively for tense. FM's performance on the materials described in this paper lend support to this distinction.
The view of lexical processing and of the types of potential processing deficits that emerge from this and other studies of patients with morphologi-cal impairment is that there are multiple stages at which inflected words are represented as composite entities. Prior to the selection or composition of a word form appropriate for a particular (marked) inflection, lexical representations are composed of a specification of a basic lexical identity and of a feature specification for one or more marked inflectional values. Since this composite representation has the same character for regularly and irregularly inflected forms, a deficit in encoding or maintaining the morphosyntactic distinctions these features encode will result in the generation of production errors for both regularly inflected targets like walked and irregularly inflected targets like lit-the pattern that is observed in the case of FM. Lexical production requires separate form-related procedures for regular and irregular inflection, though: stem retrieval and affixation for regularly inflected targets, but whole-word retrieval in the case of irregular targets. With regard to acquired processing impairments, this division in the production system makes possible a dissociation between the performances on these two types of inflection. In particular, it admits of deficits that would affect regular affixation while leaving the production of irregularly inflected forms intactthe pattern that is observed in the case of SJD .
Perhaps it should not go without mention that the account sketched here will also predict the occurrence of mixed patterns of deficit (i.e., where the representation of morphosyntactic features and the processes underlying regular affixation are both disrupted). Less certainty can be attached to the occurrence of various other potential deficit types, however. For example, is it possible that the whole-word retrieval mechanisms for irregular forms could be impaired while the form-related mechanisms for regularly affixed words (i.e., stem retrieval and affixation) are left intact? Or will a deficit that affects the hypothesized whole-word retrieval processes for irregular forms inevitably alter the performance on regularly inflected words as well (e.g., because stem-retrieval and whole-word retrieval are subserved by the same processing mechanisms)? While there are models of lexical competence that are consistent with the as-yet-unobserved double dissociation suggested here (e.g., the theory of lexical phonology expounded by Kaisse & Shaw, 1985; Kiparsky, 1982 Kiparsky, , 1985 , there is little in the way of performance data to provide guidance for our expectations on this point. Perhaps foremost among the other open questions raised by these studies is the relation between a patient's performance on inflectional and derivational morphology. In the case of FM, performance on inflection and derivation appears to dissociate to some degree at least, whereas there were no significant differences between inflection and derivation in the case of SJD . It remains a matter of speculation as to whether these differences are functionally related to the contrasts discussed here regarding these patients' performance on regular versus irregular inflection. One might hope, though, that the arguments of the present study regarding the morphological deficit presented by FM would provide a set of useful tools for any future attempts to provide satisfying answers to these questions.
